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Foreword
The Capstone course represents the conclusion of the
professional Master’s of HCI/d program at Indiana University
School of Informatics, Computing, and Engineering.
Students pursue their own independent project,
scaffolded by the course, their peers, and the teaching
team (2 faculty members and 3 associate instructors).
The Capstone is each student’s opportunity to show
themselves, their peers, and potential employers what
they can do. This collection of 43 projects is part of the
culmination of their efforts.
Students choose from one of four types of projects:
Interaction Design, User Research for Design, Service
Design, or Academic Research. Methods overlap
considerably across all four types. The final deliverables
determine which type a student has completed.
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Interaction
Design
Culminates in the development, proposal, and evaluation of an
interactive artifact. Along with other process documentation, students
deliver an interactive prototype.

User Research
for Design
Emphasizes user experience research, including the design and
execution of one or more user studies, data analysis, and synthesis in
the forms of implications for design and ten design concepts informed
by results.
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Service
Design
Culminates in the development and proposal of a service, which is an
organized system that provides for or accommodates a need and may
contain many products. Along with other process documentation,
students also deliver service blueprints and customer journey maps.

Academic
Research
Culminates in a novel scientific contribution expressed in a publishable
paper. It consists of a rigorous literature review, study design,
presentation of results, and well-considered implications for the
research community.
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Interaction Design

Exploring Augmented Reality as a
Creative Tool for Language Learning
Emmy Beltré

Process

To understand the journey of learning a language and the commitment it takes succeed, I carried out different methods. I interviewed
people who have had to learn a new language to be more empathetic to the task. I researched different learning tools; applications,
classes, tutors, study groups, and immersion to gain understanding on the process and how to measure success. I devised a user test
with flash cards that could only be read using special glasses to see how I could reduce the tediousness of learning a language.

Outcomes

My concept aims to help the user learn a language in a fun and non-intrusive way. The glasses concept are a way for a user to always
be able to interact with language in a way that is both unique and fun. They do this by 1. Displaying “slang” or colloquial words to
a user as a fun way to immerse themselves in another culture. 2. Showing users viral clips that help users understand situations
where the words and phrases they are learning could be useful.
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Interaction Design

Data is Immortal: A Digital Possessions
Transferring System
Davis Chen

Process

The significance of virtual possessions
—including photos, emails, apps, online
accounts, and even games—is often
overlooked due to their non-physical
form. In this project, I seek to highlight
the importance and value through design.

To understand how virtual assets are
perceived, I created an identification
authentication probe. This device allows
the digital assets of the user to be
transferred to other individuals during
unanticipated incidences.

I learned from my research that if people
have trouble managing their digital
assets, they will develop a negative
attitude toward transferring. Therefore, I
organized a co-design workshop to find
possible design solutions.

Outcomes

I develop a digital possessions transferring platform with the goal of (1) compiling together the user’s digital assets; (2) transferring
one’s digital assets ownership to a designated other legally and safely. Design implementations may include preserving the memory
of our loved ones or just transferring ownership of digital property in general.
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Interaction Design

MatchMaker: Improving Dating Communication
Between Parents and Young Adults
Ruoxun Chen

Process

Nowadays in China, parents like to
urge their children who are in their 30s
to get married. How can we improve
relationship communication between
parents and their young adult children?

Information gathered from unstructured
interviews, literature reviews, exemplar
collections, co-design workshop helped
me have a better understanding about
the problem space and target users.

From the research, I ideated concepts
that emphasized a friendly, personal and
easy-to-adapt design direction. I then
evaluated the concepts and proposed the
final design with a interactive prototype.

Outcomes

MatchMakers is a WeChat mini program that helps users generate a dating profile either in a prompted manner or from their
Moments posts (a closed social network that allows users to post text-based updates and images, etc.). MatchMaker allows users
to share their dating profile in an informal, friendly, and personal way. In this way, parents will be able to talk about marriage in an
acceptable way, and their young adult children will be able to have more chances to connect with the right person.
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Interaction Design

Audio Signifiers: Eyes-Free Web Navigation
and Relevance Scanning
Suraj Chiplunkar

Process
Current screen readers lack sufficient
cues to enable quick scanning and
navigation. To uncover an effective
method of providing audio signifiers, I
relied on research by design approach
with rapid prototyping, contextual
inquiry, and co-design methods. I began
prototyping with HTML 5, Bootstrap
3.0 and rendered it in Unity. Finally, I
integrated audio signifiers for relevant
interactions. Users were asked to
navigate the website in the following
ways: a) Only via audio cues, b) Audio
cues with the screen reader, c) Using
hot-keys and browser actions. Qualitative
data was collected after the user
evaluation via questionnaires.

Outcomes
Participants provided some qualitative
feedback while designing concepts for
the next iteration. Designing with users
revealed that for most visually impaired
users audio signifiers are helpful in
specialized cases. They are effective in
reducing ambiguity or confusion. Audio
signifiers help designers direct user
attention for creating association or
distinctions. Users prefer universal audio
signifiers and need time to get familiar
with their meaning. Customization
helps users create their own perceived
meanings and associations. Overall,
audio signifiers should be used rarely in
scenarios like hot-keys, state changes, a
preview of the primary task flow, etc. In
the next iteration of this study, I will focus
on specific events of web navigation
where audio signifiers are beneficial. I will
prototype those flows and generalize the
findings in an Audio Experience guideline.

The above image displays a visual representation of audio signifiers for various UI
elements and web browser functions. This is an example of an Audio Experience
Guideline created as part of the study.
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Interaction Design

Improving Healthcare Communication
Through Digital Storytelling
Nick Freeland

Process

I examined over 100 digital storytelling exemplars, my work,
and personal experiences, which led me to believe that
healthcare communication could be improved. Based on my
assumptions that digital storytelling could improve healthcare
communication and that healthcare communication could be
improved in general, I began my research.

I conducted a survey to understand better how people viewed
their healthcare communication and how it could be improved.
My secondary research consisted of reviewing academic
literature that focused on healthcare communication. From
there I began to ideate and conduct usability testing on digital
prototypes.

Outcomes

Using the insights of how images can aid in improving healthcare communication, I continued to prototype for a feature of an existing
application. This feature focuses on whole health for veterans. I found that within the current application, veterans are asked to plan
small goals that include physical activity to achieve better health but their physical limitations are not considered. Over 2.2 million
veterans have been injured in combat. I believe the use of images can support the veteran’s understanding of physical limitations.
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Interaction Design

Fundraising for Nonprofits: A Holistic
Look at Donor Management
Libby Gress

Process

Today’s donor management systems don’t provide a holistic
view of high-profile donors and fail to provide actionable insights
to fundraising staffs. I used a fundraising manager interview and
an onsite gala auction observation to learn more.

Intermittently with my research, I sketched out ideas to improve
donor profiles and received feedback. From these, I created a
high-fidelity prototype displaying a donor profile alongside an
insight-building tool for a nonprofit’s fundraising team to use.

Outcomes
Over the course of this project, I gained a
few insights into how fundraising teams
work at nonprofits. I learned that the
social networks of donors can expand
the donor networks of nonprofits.
Additionally, nonprofits need to craft
their communications with donors to
include that nonprofit’s future goals and
vision. Communications also need to
be personalized to the donor’s identity
and donation tier. Further, nonprofits’
data on their donors is only as good as
the data they put in -- there is a serious
lack of analytical power to help build
relationships with donors. My design
helps alleviate this mismatch. My design
provides an interaction history with each
donor to help fundraising managers
correlate their efforts with that donor’s
giving amount. Further, my design
provides a visualization tool to help
capitalize on a donor’s social network.
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Interaction Design

Responsive Space: A Proposal for Future
Interactive and Shape-Shifting Architecture
Xun He

Process

Inspired by kinetic architecture which
allows computer-controlled spatial
shape-shifting, I saw the opportunity
of using a similar technique to create a
sustainable space that shifts in response
to users’ needs.

Exemplar research helped me discover
possibilities of this design concept. The
exemplars collected were focused on
various aspects related to spatial design
including atmosphere, conversation type,
relationship, occasion, interaction, etc.

An experience prototyping workshop and
a co-design workshop were conducted
to find out the ways users imagine to
interact with individual modules that
make up this responsive space.

Outcomes

Based on insights from the experience prototyping and co-design workshops, I designed the physical interaction of the responsive
space without the necessity of having screen interface involved. The above work flow shows how the pressure-sensitive interaction
works and the corresponding light feedback which would help users better understand the status of the modules they are
interacting with. The left image is a conceptual mock up of the responsive space.
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Interaction Design

Moodrobe: A Mood Ring for Your
Relationship with Your Wardrobe
Sarah Horton

Process

This project addresses the problem
space of women’s relationship with
fashion. My objective was to create a
design that helps users develop their
personal style and foster a healthier
relationship with their clothes.

For my research, I ran a diary study
with a group of six women with diverse
relationships with fashion. I also
conducted a “closet ethnography,” in
which I collaboratively documented the
contents of a participant’s closet.

I also performed a variety of concepting
activities, where I created idealistic
collage-like proposals, “bad designs,”
which solve users’ problems in
undesirable ways, and “mystery designs”
with no definite use.

Outcomes

My research revealed that many women are unaware of how what they wear impacts their emotions and the effect this has on their
personal style. To address this, I designed Moodrobe, a mobile application that helps users track their emotions and what they wear,
identifying and foregrounding relationships between the two. Moodrobe checks in daily with the user through an iOS Messages
application and identifies trends in the user’s outfit choices and mood.
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Interaction Design

FreshAssistant: Helping Budget-Conscious
People to Buy Groceries Smartly
Ying Huang

Process

Know My Users: User interviews
and contextual inquiry allowed to me
understand the target users’ shopping
habits and mental models. In addition to
primary research, I conducted a literature
review on inexpensive diet plans.

Find the Inspiration: Exploring different
design concepts and products in grocery
shopping, healthy eating diet and smart
recommendation led me to define my
design direction. My concept promotes
healthy food choice via an algorithm.

Exploration and Ideation: I used
paper and pen to visualize the design
concept. In order to validate the user
flow, I conducted several rounds of user
testing. The key insight led me to focus on
improving grocery recommendations.

Outcomes

The final design is a mobile app that allow users to 1) import ingredients from selected recipe, 2) generate their own shopping list,
3) check the grocery guide generated by the system that includes multiple cheaper and healthier choices. The grocery suggestion
is based on the following factors: affordability, preference, convenience, and feasibility. The goal is to encourage users to make
healthier food choices without spending more than they can afford.
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Interaction Design

P@TCH: Celebrating Codeswitching and
Creativity in the Trans Community
Somalia Jamall

Process

The trans community is full of creativity that should be celebrated. For example, codeswitching— the act of changing how one
speaks, looks, or moves between groups— is used to stay safe or express trust, and requires imaginative methods of presenting
oneself to the world. To investigate this space, I deployed a cultural probe consisting of a robot that provoked people’s ideas about
gender. Then, I conducted three directed storytelling interviews with trans and gender non-binary people regarding how they
express their gender. Finally, I surveyed 200 individuals regarding how they coped with gender dysphoria.

Outcomes

Based on my research, I know that my target audience values creativity, leverages codeswitching, and has a need to express an
inner self. My design addresses these needs in the form of an LED patch (prototype pictured left) which can be configured by the
user via app (pictured right). It can be changed based on environment, so as not to hinder codeswitching. When the user encounters
other similar people, their patches sparkle to indicate commonality to help people decide when they can express their inner selves.
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Interaction Design

Naomi: A Hosting Management System
for a Guest-Centered B&B Experience
Claire (Hyun Young) Lee

Process

Exemplars: I started doing research by
collecting exemplars from items that I
see everyday since design inspirations
come from not only a chosen space but
the space outside of it. Among them, I
selected the most influential ones.

Ethnographic Research: I invited the
guests to my house to observe how they
behave in a chosen setting and see how
the system works in real-time. I found
unexpected guests’ behaviors. They
became my inspirations.

Co-design Workshop: I held a workshop
with guests to see how they want to
design the system to enable the hosts
to create a good experience. Scenarios
such as a guest visiting the house from
Germany was given.

Outcomes

I designed an interface that helps hosts manage the reservations and their guests’ needs. The left side of the main screen (left
image) shows room occupancy on a calendar, When the guest icon is in a hover state, the detailed information of a guest is shown.
The right side (right image) has a to-do list. This list lets the host accommodate the guests’ requests by seeing the quests’ messages
and their requests first. Next, based on guests’ requests or complaints, hygiene-related tasks are displayed on the to-do list.
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Interaction Design

MyCity: Make the City
Your Personal Museum of Memories
Mengyi Liu

Process

I aim to design something that triggers
people to think about changes of cities.
I started with research on current tools
designed for cities and their residents.
“Collaboration“ is an important factor
that contributes to people’s awareness.

To understand how people are attached
with cities, I collected data from online
forums, questionnaires, and a walking
probe interview. From participants’
descriptions and photos, I learned that
personal storytelling is the key.

At the initial ideation stage, I used toolkit
probes to elicit recollections of childhood
experiences in the city. At the ideation
stage, I used the paper prototype to
evaluate different ideas and think about
potential use cases.

Outcomes
The final design solution that I propose
is a mobile app that makes the city a
personal museum. When people think
about the city that they live in, they think
about all the subtle things including
buildings, colors, weather, movement of
people, route of commute, etc. It’s our
personal stories that make us project our
attachment to these objects. Therefore,
to get people sensitive about changes
in the city, we need a tool that connects
people’s personal memory with the
environment of the city.
The app enables users to categorize their
memory in geo-location order, and other
users can check the documentation
by visiting the place. While users are
documenting their memory, they are also
documenting the changes in the city.

Curator:
Creates the
museum and share

Visitor:
Accepts the
invitation and visit
the place
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Interaction Design

E.V.A.: Experiential Vehicle Assistance
Driving System
Jordan Mazerolle

Process

This project began with understanding people’s relationships
with their vehicle. Do they talk to it, give it names, or
anthropomorphize it through language? Ultimately I wanted to
understand people’s attribution of meaning to their cars and to
do so I released a survey and followed up with interviews and a
Diary Study in order to validate along the way.

The exemplars were categorized and coded to highlight key
themes in conjunction with insights found through primary
research. These themes represented an opportunity to use an
anthropomorphized presence to establish relationship of trust
with users and their vehicles so that it may convey and augment
a sense of safety in modern vehicles.

Outcomes

The resulting design is a publicly utilized autonomous vehicle service meant to capitalize on the varying use cases that will present
themselves when private vehicle ownership proves too costly for the average consumer. You’ll be able to summon a car based on
whatever you need, whether work or play. The key is that it uses an anthropomorphized A.I. presence to establish a relationship with
each respective driver utilizing A.R. to display various road conditions when and if they become necessary for driver review.
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Interaction Design

GraphBook: Improving Documentation in
Design Systems
Aditya More

Process

Design Systems serve as a shared
language in a company and comprise
of style guides, UI components, and
design principles. However, they are
usually loosely documented and hard to
maintain.

I spoke to 3 professional designers,
studied online case studies, and
looked at around 25 tools in the design
systems and team collaboration space
to understand current problems and
solutions.

Based on the design insights from
the primary studies and exemplar
research, I created a working prototype
for GraphBook, which I then evaluated
with junior designers for further serial
iterations.

Outcomes

Design components are connected to each other like neurons
and need to be represented as such. Also, documenting every
changes to a living design system can help record the processes
better and improve collaboration.

The first iteration of graphbook allows users to upload their
styles and components online and enrich them with metadata.
The system automatically connects all the components by
identifying subpatterns and allows them to record changes.
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Interaction Design

GameTalk: Facilitating Communication
Between Makers and Gamers
Acharius O’Connor

Process

In the gaming community, players become heavily invested
in their gaming experiences, resulting in tension with game
designers over the future iterations of these experiences. I
explored these tensions through exemplar collections.

I deployed a focus group with three participants and two
semi-structured interviews to investigate player expectations
surrounding game quality, as well as sustained enjoyment of
games after the release of sequels or updates.

Outcomes
Feedback is crucial to the success
of any product, and my analysis of
different frameworks and avenues for
feedback demonstrated that players
feel more engaged with a product when
they perceive even the chance of a
maker responding to their feedback.
With current avenues flooded with
feedback, lots of which is not useful,
makers struggle to balance finding and
considering player feedback. Therefore,
I designed an interface that focuses on
two main features: centralization and
modularity. As a web application, this
interface allows integration of many
sources of incoming player feedback into
a digestible, quickly accessed dashboard
for makers. Players provide constructive
feedback and rate each other’s ideas
while makers choose constructive
feedback to read, implement, and
address.
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Interaction Design

Collections: Transferring Sentimental Value
with Collected Artifacts
Adam Prumm

Process

The collector’s environment contains
many people and various relationships.
All roles can find value in understanding
and sharing the values of others. When
attaching sentiment to artifacts, the best
story is often the most remembered.

Situating the design within a reputable
company gives credibility and entices
people to engage with the product. As
the public database grows, researchers
gain more opportunities to connect with
experts in their respective fields.

During interviews with archivists from
Wash. D.C. and historians from Indiana
University, I discovered a need to provide
a place for collectors’ stories to live,
preferably forever. This was the where the
idea for Cowan’s Collections started.

Outcomes

Knowing collectors’ motives can lead to greater bonding between
those involved. This also gives collectors an opportunity to share
past events which are otherwise left unsaid, as if they could relive
the past (through artifacts) with their loved ones.

After co-design sessions with both archivist and historian, user
testing was conducted to validate the design as well as find
and modify errors in the workflow. Many secondary ideas were
explored together, but simplicity was priority.
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Interaction Design

Song Designer: Helping Songwriters
Capture Their Musical Ideas
Marshall Robbins

Process

Research and Analysis
I interviewed 4 musicians and received 30
survey responses about their songwriting
habits. Then I analyzed the findings with
an affinity diagram and formed insights to
inform my design direction.

Ideation and Iteration
Next I ideated different ways to address
my insights on a white board. Many
aspects were exceedingly complex, and
would go through dozens of iterations
before finding one that worked best.

Prototyping and Testing
Once a portion of a solution was fleshed
out enough, I would create an interactive
prototype to test with musicians. Most
of my tests went extremely well, and
required little iteration after that point.

Outcomes

80% of musicians I heard from used both audio and textual
notes in their phone, but in separate apps. Song Designer allows
musicians to still capture those ideas quickly when they come,
but to also group relevant audio and text together into one.

In addition to capturing ideas, my research showed that
musicians need a light weight tool to help them finish songs.
Song Designer also provides musician specific features, like a
rhyme dictionary, to help musicians without breaking the flow.
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Interaction Design

JamSquad: Facilitating In-Person Music
Recommendation and Discovery
Chase Thiebaut

Process

Streaming services attempt to expand users’ music tastes by
exposing them to related artists. However, music tastes are
largely dependent on close, in-person networks. I wanted to see
how to help facilitate these “taste-expanding” interactions.

I sent out a survey to 40 participants, conducted a literature
review, collected exemplars, and conducted interviews as well
as a diary study to learn how people recommend music to each
other and how to improve group listening scenarios.

Outcomes
JamSquad is a mobile application that
enhances the experience of a group of
friends listening to music together inperson by utilizing metadata from users’
music streaming services. JamSquad
gives a group of listeners three autogenerated playlists created from the
groups metadata so they can discover
music together or simply listen to music
that matches the group’s taste without
the pressure of manually picking songs.
The information on the search page
helps a recommender relate their
recommendation to similar music their
friends already listen to so that the
recommender can situate the music
for their friends. Taste influencers and
in-person music recommendations are
still important and this application does
not replace in-person recommendations
but instead makes them more effective,
targeted, and robust.
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Interaction Design

Learning Alliance:
A VR Training Experience for Bank Employees
Dou Tian

Process

After stakeholder interviews and VR
research, we brainstormed 3 VR concepts
to tell an engaging story: 360-degree
video; blending film with computergenerated graphics; and teleportation
between film and CG graphics.

Then, I worked very closely with an
instructional designer to design the user
experience. We used Branchtrack to
create the narratives and I designed the
setting of the office using paper sketch
and 360-degree drawing.

For prototyping, we picked three example
paths and filmed them with GoPro. Then
we stitched the videos and rendered
them in Unity. We tested the prototype
with our stakeholders and iterated based
on the feedback.

Outcomes

A Virtual Reality training experience for Bank of America employees. There are two
main scenarios: one is notarization training and the second one is helping the clients
whose family just died. We blended film with CG graphics to maximize user interaction
and environmental realism at the same time.

Learners choose options to explore
different stories. The system will provide
feedback on whether they follow the
procedure and show empathy to clients.
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Interaction Design

NavCity: Helping People Improve
Navigation Skills Through Gamification
Jinghua Yang

Process

Exemplar Collection
I looked for inspiration within the space
of map representation, navigation, as well
as gamification. The exemplars inspired
the concept of building a virtual city while
exploring the actual physical city.

Outcomes

Interviews and Co-Design
I conducted 4 interviews and co-design
workshops with participants to learn
about how they process map information
and use current navigation tools. I asked
them to draw their mental map of a city
they have lived in.

The design uses multiple landmarks as the main navigation
strategy and encourages users to preview them before they are
on the road. It also records the places user have been to and
quizzes the user.

User Testing & Iteration
I performed several rounds of concept
testing with participants from previous
interviews to ensure my design
addressed their needs. I then iterated the
design based on their feedback.

Users earn coins by using simple navigation and answering
the quizzes right. They can build a virtual city as they get more
familiar with their actual city.
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Interaction Design

“Frankly Speaking”:
Game Design for Seniors’ Cognitive Health
Kailin Yang

Process

Seniors have a high risk of cognitive
decline, which can be improved by brain
exercise and social engagement. I looked
into games popular among seniors, many
either do not provide enough stimuli or
do not have a social aspect.

After interviewing with people who closely
work with seniors, I generated three
concept directions— a storytelling, a
musical, and a tactile game. I did pre-test
evaluation with the senior participants,
who favored the storytelling game.

To optimize the gameplay and difficulty, I
did two rounds of prototyping and testing,
the second iterated and improved based
on the feedback of the first. The game
was proved to be successful in being
stimulating, social-engaging, and fun.

Outcomes
The final design is a game that would
serve as an cognitive exercise requiring
players to make connections between
words, and also a prompt to encourage
conversations between players.
The gameplay is similar to “apples to
apples”. Each player has five cards with
nouns own their hand. The players
would take turns to be the “host”. The
host would pick two verbs out of four
according to the adjective generated
by the device (e.g. He’s so evil that he
despises.../he’s so evil that he secretly
enjoys...). Then the other players
would use the nouns in their hand to fill
the sentence with either of the verbs
(despises humanity/secretly enjoys
others’ miseries). The host would pick
the best sentence, giving the player who
made the sentence one score. Then they
can go to the next round.

The digital tablet keeps the verbs relevant to the adjective, and it can read the prompts
out loud as often times the players need to be reminded during the game.
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User Research for Design

Designing for Death:
Helping Those Who Are Grieving
Sydney Arnold

Process

Research Methodology: To better
understand death and how we interact
and deal with death, I wanted to explore
personal accounts and use collaboration
as tools to see how we can help those
who are grieving.

User Interviews/Affinity Diagramming:
To understand more about how people
experience losing someone, I wanted to
hear personal accounts so that I could
specifically focus on the emotional values
of their stories and diagram them.

Participatory Design Workshop: After
analyzing specific stories regarding death,
I sketched ideas and presented them in a
workshop in order to collaborate further.
In addition, participants also created their
own ideas.

Outcomes

https://www.pexels.com/photo/accesoir-accessories-bracelet-divce-260362/

After and while conducting my user research on death,
bereavement, and grieving, I was able to sketch and detail 10
ideas. These ranged from virtual reality methods and privacy
with grieving to “coffee with strangers.”

From these ideas, my final proposals are focused on ways
individuals can communicate with one another in order to grieve
in their own way and on their own time as well as access help
when and how they need it.
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User Research for Design

Sustainable Fashion: Exploring the AttitudeBehavior Gap by Raising Awareness
TaCora Burton

Process

The goal was to explore design strategies to fill the attitude-behavior gap by raising consumers’ awareness of sustainable fashion,
and to segment consumers and stakeholders based on their current business practices. Data from each research method was
collected to understand and conceptualize each stakeholders’ ideas viewpoints on sustainable fashion. My research consisted of
secondary research, interviews, surveys, a toolkit, and a co-design workshop.

Outcomes
From my research, I learned it is essential
to encourage users to take responsibility
in their actions by rethinking in their use
of resources, emphasize the symbolic
value of clothing through interactive
engagement, and Influence user behavior
in sustainable fashion by finding solutions
through social networks and social
innovation.
Toolkit: The toolkit is for design
researchers or any stakeholder they
would want to include. The purpose is
to prepare for participant research. It
includes a briefing booklet, what-if cards,
and collaging materials for participants
creatively express thoughts, and
emotions that may be challenging to
articulate.
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User Research for Design

Improving Design Workshops Through
Shifting Process Paradigms
Yeesoo Chae

Process

A review of 50+ accounts of design
workshops revealed that the ideas
generated from workshops often do not
get implemented after the workshop
ends. This leads to a waste of resources
and a delay of innovation.

Using directed storytelling, I gathered
designers’ accounts of hosting or
participating in design workshops. It
became clear that how participants feel
in the workshop greatly influences the
quality of the workshop results.

One of the key insights from my expert
interviews was that workshops can be
a place to explore more scholarly or
experimental ideas than usual.

Outcomes

Concept 1: An automated Conversational UI, Teddy, will remind
all stakeholders to follow up with ideas generated during the
workshops. Depending on the activity, Teddy can prompt users
on how to go about executing these ideas.

Concept 2: Workshop prompt card kits that help stakeholders
set priorities for a workshop. These also prominently include
future plans as one of the deliverables.
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User Research for Design

Let’s Help Build!: Virtual Communities for
Victims of Domestic Violence
Taraneh Ekbia

Process

My secondary research was driven by a
need to find what’s already being done
to protect abuse victims, whether it
be a product, service, or guidelines for
supporting them. I want to bring services
& support right to victims’ homes.

To better understand victim needs &
the tools necessary for support, I spent
my time learning the ins and outs of the
Middle Way House. The majority of my
insights are from their Crisis Intervention
Specialist, & other volunteers/advocates.

Finally, I came up with some concepts
that address the various obstacles that
come up when victims are dealing with
an abusive or violent partner. I validated
these concepts with four stakeholders,
and polished up my top concept.

Outcomes

Through my survey, I was able to gather 22 responses from
stakeholders to understand the roles they play or wish to play in
a loved one’s abusive relationship, and the resources they have
found are helpful and accessible to their loved ones.

My final concept takes on the idea of “pod mapping”, where
users customize groups of support for different circumstances,
Pods closest to the user are who they often turn to first, and
further pods can be services or organizations of support.
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User Research for Design

Project Starter Pack: Facilitating Novice
Designers’ Design Practice
Sheng Jiang

Process

Problem space: Designers always face problems come from
unfamiliar domains. For novice designers, the start point of a
new project is challenging. In the project, I explored how to help
designers approach to design challenges confidently.

Research methodology: I utilized directed storytelling, survey,
and workshop as my primary research method. At the same
time, I did literature reviews and exemplar collections to facilitate
my ideation process.

Outcomes
My major insights from research are:
First, compared to novice designers,
experienced designers have strategic
approaches for design problems that
come from unfamiliar knowledge
domains. Secondly, it is crucial to get
valuable information at the start of a
project to help designers move forward.
Therefore, my goal for this project is:
First, to inspire novice designers to ask
the right questions in the early stages
of the design process so they can get the
information that could help them move
forward. Secondly, to facilitate novice
designers to develop their strategic
approach to new design projects by
providing a way for them to document
and reflect on their process.
To achieve that, I developed a toolkit with
three components: a checklist deck, an
inspiring cards deck, and a reflection
deck. (See picture at right).
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User Research for Design

Driver-Centered Design: Understanding and
Building Empathy with Uber Drivers
Xiaohang Liu

Process

Photo by SAFE_TRAVEL_mag on April 2018

Uber drivers are asked to provide a customer-centered service
and adjust to the gig work style; however, they are living
unhealthy lifestyles with unstable incomes. 74% of drivers are
earning less than the minimum wage in the state they operate.

Co-design Workshop Stage 1: How much do you know about gig
workers? Stage 2: How do you build empathy with others? After
workshops, I use the method of affinity diagram to organize the
data and collect insights.

Outcomes
I propose to redefine the current
ride-sharing platforms from passengercentered to driver-centered through
providing ten design implications to
invoke people’s reflection on Uber drivers’
situation.
User research showed that the current
Uber platform doesn’t meet the
conditions to help passengers build
empathy with Uber drivers because
people tend to see others as “in-group”
only when they have spent a lot of time
together (ex: families) or they have things
in common that would bring admiration
(ex: friends, celebrities etc). My design
implications help passengers build
empathy with drivers in a short time by
learning about drivers’ needs as a human
and finding mutual interests. I aim to help
drivers work happier and earn more tips
to improve their lifestyle in a long run.
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User Research for Design

The Journey of Self-Empowerment
Through Shoes and Kinetic Energy
Quentin Magnett

Process

Whether it was sketching ideas or finding exemplars, there was a lot of contributing factors in exploring the design space of kinetic
energy being generated through shoes. Using exemplars, I found ways to expand on already existing ideas. With directed storytelling,
it helped create a foundation for my research as it created the avenue to explore the experience of walking while in a hurry. It inspired
me to look deeper in emotions, devices used and more. Using probe toolkit, I was able to find out more about what that experience
might be for 6 potential users. These uses were given 4 activities to complete. The insights gained from the toolkit led to creating
potential designs.

Outcomes
From the flow of the design process, I was able to transfer my
ideas created through the research and insights to produce
various design proposals. These designs all stem from the
1. Creating/Using kinetic Energy 2. The Shoe Creating/
storing and transferring the Kinetic Energy. Varying from one
another, the designs range from a flash light on the tongue
of the shoe, vibrations to warn about approaching vehicles,
using music to encourage faster paces, and self powering
ones home devices.
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User Research for Design

Accessible Systems: Making Financial
Payments Inclusive for Visually Impaired
Anany Maini

Process

Existing channels or modes of payments are easy to use for
people with vision. However, it is a completely different story
for visually impaired (VI). Different payment modes like cash,
cards, online payments, and point-of-sale (POS) machines are
not accessible to VI. I sought to make these payment systems
accessible to VI people to make their lives dignified.

Through contextual inquiry and focused interviews with VI
people, I found: 1. Different POS machines have no uniformity in
their steps of interaction 2. POS machines do not have speech
or haptic feedback system and touchscreen POS systems are
not at all accessible 3. Information on credit/debit cards is not
accessible to VI users.

Outcomes

This research has had a great impact on me. The life of VI is going to be tougher with emerging technologies if accessibility is not at
the forefront of design. The insights from my research process helped me develop and co-design some concepts for POS Machines
that will make them accessible to visually impaired users. Some of the features in the POS machine are in the picture above.
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User Research for Design

From Capture to Corroboration:
Exploration of Police Body Camera Design
Zoë Marrich-Simon

Process

Body cameras are tools officers use to benefit communities
and safety. After a conversation with an officer regarding the use
of body cameras, I considered which stakeholders to research.
Then, I focused on officers.

I conducted 4 interviews with experts in both the field of law
enforcement and body camera design. I conducted secondary
research of scholarly papers on the current body camera
protocols, and conducted usability testing on a body camera.

Outcomes
I found the weak points in the current
system design and made recommendations for implementation of design
suggestions. The visual System Map
on the right is the current Body Worn
Camera System Mapping that the police
interact with; alongside the black arrows
are my recommendations of what would
improve the currently implemented
system. My recommendations were
identified and driven by my research
of interviews, secondary research,
usability testing, and exemplar collection.
To help solve problems the officers
have during their interactions with the
Body Worn Camera System. Within my
recommendations, I am aiming to reduce
friction and work for the officers. The
removal of friction allows the officer’s
focus on doing their jobs as civil servants
instead of trying to be technical support
for their body cameras.
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User Research for Design

Scaffolding Reflexive Taste and
Confidence in the Kitchen
Collin Pfender

Process

Situational Probes
I began by exploring how we understand
our place in relationship to the tools
that mediate our experience with our
food sources by employing 4 situational
probes in participants’ kitchens.

Autoethnography
I was inspired by the emotional
uncertainty we have when creating new
foods in the kitchen with no guarantee
of outcome. To empathize, I embarked to
ferment cabbage with open-air yeast.

Toolkit Creation
The final exploration into how we
uncover discernment, taste, and
confidence in the kitchen was to use a
reflective, associative toolkit as part of a
participatory beer tasting.

Outcomes

Contemporary design deals with the automation of Organization, Precision, Efficacy, and Accuracy of the user in the kitchen.
However, automating or augmenting these operations is only useful if the person already possesses the proper background
knowledge. What about novices just learning to take their first culinary steps? Our designs should inspire self-reliance, and a
willingness to create with uncertainty. Most of all, our designs should enable users to live well and in good health.
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User Research for Design

Beyond Sight: Making Mixed Reality
More Accessible
Manas Singh

Process

To start exploring the space of
accessibility in mixed reality, I put my
thoughts in the form of visuals and made
a mind map. Also, I collected over 120
exemplars to see what people are already
doing and get inspiration.

I conducted total of 5 interviews and
2 directed stories to understand
the perspective of stakeholders and
associated pain points with the design
space.

Based on collected insights from my
previous research, I identified some pain
points and developed an information
architecture and set of user tasks. Then I
asked my participants to sort them based
on the priority of importance.

Outcomes

Alternative information: While making the virtual objects,
developers can provide alternative types of information (text,
audio, & interactivity). People with normal vision can also tag the
virtual objects with crowdsourced information.

Perceive virtual objects other than eyes: The user will get the
approximate location of the virtual objects by haptic feedback in
a combination of 360 audio. Software will use the auto-correct
feature to put the object in the center of user’s view.
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User Research for Design

Behavioral Change:
Empowerment to Make a Change
Matthew Smart

Process

Every year, countless individuals decide to make behavioral
changes. Many fail at making and sustaining their desired
changes. My goal was to better understand their challenges. To
do this, I conducted a survey, 5 interviews, and a diary study.

I learned about the distinct stages of change and of the
failures experienced at each stage. I also found that motivated
individuals who display traits of awareness, mindfulness,
adaptability, and resilience are more likely to be successful.

Outcomes

From my findings, I generated 10 design concepts as well as created a toolbox for individuals to explore their own goals. On the Left
is a proposed concept which focuses on tracking the user’s subjective experience through voice recordings which can be analyzed.
Designed to help individuals better understand their goals, my toolbox, right, contains motivational interviewing cards.
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User Research for Design

Self-(Care/Work/Growth):
Design with Well-Being in Mind
Austin Van Scoik

Process

Inspired by a friend’s ongoing action against depression, I sought to understand Self-Care and how Design might augment and
facilitate it. I began by identifying the boundaries of Self-Care as a concept. It reaches far and wide and is viewed as having different
levels of practicality, effectiveness, and exigence. Learning from individuals, both reflective and not, helped me to grasp its elasticity
and importance.

Outcomes

Self-Care can potentially be anything. A Design aiming to
improve the well-being of its user must account for their specific
needs and afford for different approaches and agendas. To
encourage user investment, they must feel they have control.

But despite Self-Care’s elasticity, there are several points that
should be adhered to in order to create the most complete SelfCare pushing Design. Incomplete focuses on health will result in
unbalanced and flawed design foundations.
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User Research for Design

Let’s Go Grocery Shopping! Designing
Holistic Customer Experiences
Zheqi Zhu

Process

Grocery shopping is a heterogeneous
experience in my eye. I want to
understand the experience from both a
designers and a customer’s perspective
and explore ways to improve it. Photoethnography was my starting point.

I heard interesting stories from different
types of participants (college students,
people with a full-time job or work from
home and the retired elderly) through
one-on-one interviews. Those personal
insights helped reveal their pains & gains.

In my co-design workshop, I partnered
with a few participants to ideate for a
better grocery experience. The whole
process consisted of Needs Statement,
Idea Brainstorming, and Design Critique
sessions.

Outcomes

The “Like a Product“ concept allows customers to interact with
the digital price tag by clicking “like” only once at a time. With
an integration of online social media elements into the offline
experience, customers can better decide what to buy.

The “Reward System“ concept is to encourage good behaviors. As
I learned from research, many people care about sustainability or
are actively purchasing more local food. The points earned during
checkout could be accumulated to cash back rewards.
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User Research for Design

Helping Students Improve Self-Discipline
Skills to Pursue Goals Through Design
Jiaqi Zhuo

Process

Self-discipline is the basic ability needed
for goal achievement. I first did a
literature review and exemplar collecting
to learn about what has been found and
applied in this field. I used a mind map to
help me expand my thoughts.

I interviewed 5 students to see how they
perceive and practice self-discipline in
their daily life. Then, I conducted 3 dairy
studies to get contextual understanding
of user’s behaviors and experiences
related to self-discipline over time.

Based on the previous research findings,
I came up with 6 “what-if” cards and
conducted co-design workshops with
participants. I was inspired by the results
and concertized some of the concepts by
applying them in the real scenarios.

Outcomes

From the research, I learned that building self-discipline in the goal pursuit is a long-term behavioral issue instead of a impulsive one.
People are very likely to give up if they cannot see the noticeable outcome of the their efforts immediately. The concept of “envision
mirror” is to help people foresee the future version of themselves by using augmented imagination, and to keep them motivated by
visualizing the outcomes and goals in a more concrete and tangible way.
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Service
Design
Hope Kerkhoff
Elizabeth King
Ryan Leibering
Yash Mittal
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Service Design

RE:New: Rethinking Clothing Lifetimes
Through Creative Repair and Reuse
Hope Kerkhoff

Process

In reaction to the unsustainable practices of the present-day
fashion industry, I explored alternatives to the rapid buyand-dispose life cycle of modern clothing, focusing on reuse,
repurposing, and rethinking of its deeper meaning and value.

I conducted two expert interviews, a user survey, exemplar
collection, and a literature review. I then hosted two co-design
workshops focused on creative mending.

Outcomes
I designed RE:New as a non-profit
organization offering a space for
visitors to learn to mend or otherwise
repurpose the clothing they may have
otherwise thrown away. The space
would be accessible and free to new
visitors. Collective creativity, individual
empowerment, material salvaging, and
co-design of the futures of the garments
are the key tenets of RE:New. These
values support the rethinking of our
relationships with the clothing we already
own. In support of this process, the space
would feature a clothing donation bin
where users who may not wish to learn
to mend their clothing but want to make
sure their clothing will be used rather
than discarded can drop off clothing.
Further, to support operational costs,
local textile artists can use salvaged
materials to create new pieces to then
sell on consignment in the space.
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Service Design

The Act of Churchgoing:
Welcoming Newcomers to Church
Elizabeth King

Process

Today, churches like New Hope struggle to connect newcomers
with a welcoming environment and the information they need
when coming into a new space. Newcomers need to know where
to go and what to do and often need help to figure it out.

In this service design, I conducted observations, stakeholder
interviews, survey, exemplar investigation, and literature
review in order to understand how stakeholders from different
backgrounds approach visitor engagement.

Outcomes

Information
Hub

Coffee
Bar

New Guest
Starting Point

- Volunteer

Front
Doors

The new service focuses on providing new guests with distinct and easy-to-access touchpoints and volunteers. By creating
a designated space specifically for newcomers, they can immediately feel comfortable and sure in an unknown space. Other
touchpoints, like the Information Hub, provides all guests a single source of church-related information that can be accessed at their
own pace and comfort. Through this new service design, guests’ needs are intentionally being addressed from beginning to end.
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Service Design

Moving Towards eGovernance by Leveraging
Personal Technology to Vote
Ryan Leibering

Process

I explored what it meant to participate in government and
how technology could aid in the participation of eGovernance
through secondary research and interviews. The most
recognized form of participation is voting. Less than 60% of
citizens vote on average, resulting in the U.S. ranking among the
lowest of democratic nations in voter turnout.

Exploration of the technologies present in eVoting suggested
distributed ledger technology as an option for a shift in the U.S.
towards eGovernance practices, but it relies heavily on virtual
IDs. My interview with Greg Oslan, a special advisor on Cyber
Security for the Department of Defense, led to a pivot away from
federally regulated procedures to security concerns.

Outcomes

I propose a system that allows for external devices to act as input and output receivers for voting machines to enhance the
experience of voting by providing more efficient procedures and better validation. Users could write their ballot before receiving
access by storing choices on a phone, transmitting these choices to a ballot machine through a QR code, and receiving a
confirmation code that their ballot was counted through a receipt.
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Service Design

Creating a Holistic Financial Loop
for Banking the Unbanked
Yash Mittal

Process

The genesis of this project was the fact that 1.7 billion people
around the world do not have a bank account, meaning they’re
not a part of the financial system. That’s about one-third of the
world’s population earning, spending and living on cash.

The primary research done threw up invaluable insights such
as the complex process of creating an account, documentation
required, financial illiteracy and lack of employment, as some of
the reasons as to why people remain unbanked or underbanked.

Outcomes
A holistic look at the financial system tells
us that here’s a lot of interconnectivity
within the system and the average person
ends up using various types of financial
services over the course of their lives,
such as banking, investments, insurance,
loans, transfer, and more. One doesn’t
get started with all of them at once, and
is slowly initiated into it during his/her
life, usually by their predecessors. For the
uninitiated, this is hard. Here, we propose
a financial loop as a product and service
where they get introduced to the financial
system via technology, starting off with
digital banking, aided by other services
such as Peer-to-Peer loans to fund and
bootstrap businesses, transfer services
to facilitate transactions and investment
vehicles to save and grow money and
lay down the foundation for future
generations.
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Academic
Research
Feifei Liu
Xi Lu
Brandon Williams
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Academic Research

Revisiting Online Info-Seeking: Searching
Activities Impacting People’s Decisions
Feifei Liu

Process
To understand what online activities
significantly influence people’s decisions
and actions in today’s dynamic web
usage landscape, I replicated a Xerox
study conducted 18 years ago by
conducting a survey on 84 participants. I
asked a list of questions focusing on the
online activities that they believe helped
them make a decision and the contextual
information, including the devices they
used, the location where the activities
happened, and the accompanying social
interaction behavior. I used grounded
theory and taxonomy analysis to identify
two dimensions of the online information
seeking behavior that helps people make
significant decisions.

Outcomes

Two dimensions of taxonomies on online information seeking behavior are discovered: Intention and Purpose/Method/Content.
Compared with 18 years ago, people also make important decisions based on the information they receive passively, which they are
more likely to perform on smartphones and share results with others. This sheds lights on future research on passive info-seeking
behavior and inspires design implications to employ different strategies based on various types of search behavior.
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Academic Research

Empower or Hinder? A Context Analysis of
a Chinese Female Online Forum
Xi Lu

Process

https://static.baydn.com/media/media_store/image/
df9f2e7bf28439c5073202744b470908.jpg

Problem Space: Marriage is still considered as a must in Chinese
culture that single women over 25 are called “leftover women”.
Social media provides an alternative space where Chinese
females can discuss their personal relationship more freely.

Research Method: I focus on “Jinjiang Zhanse” online forum
as my research site and apply a series of virtual ethnography
methods: 100 posts were collected using Python and analyzed
using open coding and critical analysis.

Outcomes
This online forum can be both progressive and regressive.
Progressive:
1. Empower users about their emotional decision-making.
2. A less constrained way to express emotions.
3. Change self-perceptions toward emotional issues.
An empowered user posted, “Women need to see more posts
like this, you cannot rely on your husband and your son. You
need to be strong by yourself and have the independent
personality.“

Topics are mainly related to blind-date (22226 posts), leftover
female (2391 posts), dowry (1479 posts), push to find a
relationship or marriage (792 posts+546 posts).

Regressive:
1. Traditional-ideological perception about relationship and
marriage: women should find men with good financial and social
status.
2. The traditional belief is still prevailing on this forum: the post
as a virtual temple to pray for romantic love.
3. Raise opposition between males and females.
4. Easy to cause frictions among users.
One wrote, “I am afraid to get married by seeing these posts!“
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Academic Research

Co-Designing Robots
for Public Spaces
Brandon Williams

Process

The goal of this research was to explore the space of co-designing a social robot for a public space in a heavily trafficked university
building. Activities included: showcasing a desktop robot in a secretarial role, presenting different behaviors and conversational
styles; co-mapping placement and activities of robots within the building; and interviewing participants about their thoughts on
types, activities, and placement of robots within the building without using any visual cues.

Outcomes
Initial findings are mixed regarding the
type of and activities for a social robot
in a public space. Given the framing of
a secretarial robot, most participants
found the implementation of a desktop
robot useful mostly for wayfinding. The
comapping exercise, which did not frame
the use of a robot strictly for secretarial
or navigational purposes, elicited desires
such as a moving robot that can tour the
space, a wayfinding robot or interactive
kiosk, and even a delivery robot. The
interviews, which used the same
questions as the comapping activity,
also elicited mixed and similar results as
the comapping activity. Further work is
needed to understand more of the needs
of users of the space, including how
robots may improve the overall feel of the
space. The goal would be to then place
a functioning robot into the space to
further test how one may be of best use.
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HCI/d MS Students 2019
Sydney Arnold

Davis Chen

Design is a neverending conversation
between you and the
user.

Design connects me
to society.

Emmy Beltré

Ruoxun Chen

A true designer is
willing to fail and is
humble enough to
acknowledge it.

I create crafts that
communicate beyond
words.

TaCora Burton

Suraj Chiplunkar

Design places me
into the center of
user experience so I
can connect the dots
of complex design
problems.

Design helps people
author their own
stories.

Yeesoo Chae

Taraneh Ekbia

De-contextualizing
problems is my
specialty.

I see design as
a unique way of
helping one another
overcome life’s
obstacles.
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Nick Freeland

Ying Huang

The willingness to
listen, learn, and
improve are essential
for design.

Keep iterating
because perfect
designs seldom exist.

Libby Gress

Somalia Jamall

Root your design in
research to withstand
shifts.

I transform code into
conversation.

Xun He

Sheng Jiang

As an architect
turned UX designer,
I blueprint seamless
interactions.

Design is a learning
profession.

Sarah Horton

Hope Kerkhoff

Design expresses
my compassion for
people and the world.

Good design
encourages creativity
in everyone.

Elizabeth King

Mengyi Liu

My designs tell
stories that connect
people with solutions.

Design triggers
people to be
sensitive, and
empowers us to make
a change.

Claire (Hyun Young) Lee

Xiaohang Liu

I change user
experiences; users
change me.

I create useful and
pleasing experiences
from complex needs.

Ryan Leibering

Xi Lu

Define the intangible,
validate it, and use
that to guide the
physical towards your
goal.

A hybrid of researcher
and designer to
help females, social
minorities, and other
underrepresented
groups.

Feifei Liu

Quentin Magnett

With keen eyes,
I bring judgment
grounded in solid
research to wicked
problems.

There are always
opportunities. One
must have the ability
to find them.
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Anany Maini

Aditya More

Design is an iterative
process to deliver
meaningful and
delightful user
experiences.

I craft imaginative
interactions that are
grounded in reality.

Zoë Marrich-Simon

Acharius O’Connor

Lean into the
unknown and dance
in the dark.

My responsibility
as a designer is to
respond to users
empathetically and
ethically.

Jordan Mazerolle

Collin Pfender

For me, this is more
about the people than
it is the technology.

Design takes
responsibility for the
ethics of the present.

Yash Mittal

Adam Prumm

Make it simple, but
significant. That’s
great design.

Design attempts
to identify and
understand what
causes conflict
between humans and
their environment.

Marshall Robbins

Dou Tian

Improvisation is
iteration. Songwriting
is storytelling. Design
is jazz.

I navigate the
complexity of
design by observing,
reflecting, and
communicating.

Manas Singh

Austin VanScoik

I Think. I Design. I
Code. I Love UX.

Listen to stories,
Design solutions.

Matthew Smart

Brandon Williams

Design is the
intentional evolution
of an experience.

Sensemaking to
meaning-making, one
design at a time.

Chase Thiebaut

Jinghua Yang

I design for real
people with real
constraints in mind.

Design is
understanding
the problem and
connecting the dots.
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Kailin Yang

Jiaqi Zhuo

I design to forge
connections between
people and people.

With observant
eyes to discover
and great empathy
to communicate, I
design with love in
heart.

Zheqi Zhu
Design motivates me
to better understand
and feel the world.
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